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LANGUAGE'GAMES-7-.

AN IMPORTANT'COMPONENJ OF THE READING PROGRAM,

Several years ago a Germandanguage philosopher,, Ludwig Wittgenstein,

elaborated the concept of "language games;"' In his work, (most prominent Of'

which Li translation has ,'been The ue and. Brown Books), he, suggests that

human'beings reach their highest linguistic sOphiStication in both the

rexplicit and-implicit uses of language for shaping contexts and messages,'

as i, as for communicating a- specified set ofinformatiOn as. denotatively

defined irs the lexical items of the -utterance. The propositioni.1 and non-'

'propositional uses of,langnage in everyday functiipning for human beings

extend::: iz.&'beyond. mere communication of information as specified in the.

stream of oral discourse. The contemporary' language phi14sopher,

Se,,r1,., refers to much functIons-aS categories of !'speech acts.". "(Searle,

1969) This iangu e use, in'its grosser formS at least, appears very-early

In the Cevelcpment of the cnild as Lois Bloom p6intS out in her research

in . psycholinguistics. Siy cites, forinstance, the multiple'.

uses pi' utteraices such as,"Mommy 'sock":by,hey owrn rchild. ii-hsOfiie instances

this utter'aace was used tO assert propositions about ac4ons,f the ,mother.

, ,

She way pickin6 up the sock or placing it in 'a drawer, Ste. In other

,..
, k

casc6, the .:-;,er-ji..oli, nad I'D, -;1,. ',/th the cMd's )'ncr;/tion of:;her own acts

I

,
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or behivior. "I'm putting the sack on" or the like. The act of the 'assert -S'

then :4efines- -the-Ineaning, of--tlie:_'utteranCe as much as if not moxe than,

does the semantics of the vocabulary within. .To put itenother wdy:,at

. IeaAt in oral modes of- discourse, language-is-meanirig-bearer or inVokeris

not structurally autonomous. Meaning is shaped not only by the,sementacsi.:

of individual words and how those words are put together, but also ty,the, ,

P.

intent of the speaker and the-speech act which conveys that intent in, a

given context. As D. Olson observes, "the meaning of the utterance comeS

from shared intentions based upon prior knowledge,, the context of the

utterance; and habitual patterns of interaction." (Olson, p. 261)

Now as one moves from oral discourse or utterance tq print or text,
$;,$

there is a dramatic reduction in context-dependency for meaning.. Of dourse,

the tr itional linguistic context cues used ih the reading act coupled with

the reader s'experiences provide assistance. "The notes were"4ur because
44

the'seams were split" for instance, makes sense only if the reader bdith has,

4

had experience with bagpipes, and linguistic cues in the passage key his

'mental energies to musical concerns. However, the writer overall Is denied

'4 the range of paralinguistic tools gesture, facial'expresSionand%the

like -- many of the suprasegmental features of oral language pitch,

stress; etc., and the uniqueness of each oral communication situation to, .

capitalize upon to get his message across. Only the relatively cold

psychologically distant abstractions which are the symb4s,of language are

law

available. Assumptions about the message receiver which were possiblein ,

the oral language setting no longer hold. Only the broadest a
.p
ssumptions

1'

about audience can be made and even in the most informal print situations,

precise language use is.calied for. Consider, for instance, the.relatively

high degree of ellipsis ifi oral language comperd t Teint. Perhaps even,

. a majority of our utterancesywould qualify as written sentence fragments I'
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"Oh"..."How is it"

"Ok, I gpess"

"Soar?" .

"A little"
.

:

.

Further, analYsis of discoarse patterks-reveals a far looser' appropch
.

-

.

to thought organization,'movement from premises to conclusifn, etc, In

,,print, however, Such options are. simply not available to the writer, at'

. -

:least if the writer assumes a genuine deaireto communicate.

,

This reduction of context -dependency-for-meaning'in the move

t

from

.utterance to text represents a movin psychological distance from meaning-

which rs'ammediateand direct to. that which is removed and tangential; from

°

nonmediated to mediated ---,and mediated at that by a complex symbol system

cast into thelsecondef.y form of print.' In short, the move is jn the ..

. .

,

dire'Cion of'increased language abstraction and ,thus increased cOMp4Xi-41

ThisOpproach to meaning, pf,cOurse, expands - the perception of compre-

\
.

, ,

hens-ion in the reb.din iactkto include, far more than text per se. leaning

t
.. ,

O
4 \ 'dwellssentences4in the, s eci is words or sentences but tin the uses 'tot viiiich they

, i-
. ,

. : .,, K 4

are'put. argue ztrongly_for a view of.language
- .0 ,

.

' 4' ( -/4":"'
mea6ing in ,the pros'pective reader; a ,view whiel0V1Fdes amajor scope of

.language use functions, their potential in varied, settings, along with the

constraints which impose as well.

We should recognize, too, that the move in context-dependency-for-

meaning from utterance to text corresponds. in many respects to the develop-

mental growth of the child through the years,of, elementary school. Piaget

A

noted teverl years ago the egocentric nature of the pre-ope,rnJ ld

(1.4) to about 7 years'of age). context- dependency not pequires an
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j.mmediacy but as well a personal perceptiod:of self in every,experience for'.
,

3

often the kindergartener,add:firat grader'in our beginning

reading program.'- The thinking and the languagepf the pre - operational child
,

'

:is "transductive" in nature, neither dedUCtive nor inductive- Sbut' instead,. S- .

a- simple matter of draWing direct ccauSal links, by physical,'geOgraphical or

'

whimsical asso4atiodo---a.tort,iof argumentum post hoc, ergo propter hoC.
. . .

gone wild. All things cap-be -COnngateci in vietually any way.' Often this
-

attribute surfacesip animi4ic-terms the sun Anemoep accompany us on

walks, everything has beed.made for ptople, clouds start moving, them-
.

selves.
7

, the 'boat goes pit the lake. becauSe'it wants to. (Piaget,'1928, pp.

,
. .

.
180-186) /n facts many Of,theittributes.of sentence.s

..

ructure which

:Children "violate" in '}reire-g1777/rs,'such-as the adult grammar rule

a -
)

..1..-:,

-- that animate verbs require animate nouns, are-in-terms of the child's..-

,. .

> .

cognitive world, reasonable uses of language.

The research suggests that the move away from this context-dependency

a gradual development which can be solidly achieved only well into the

Schdol years- (Clark, 1973; Donaldson & Lloyd, 1974) Cox (1976.)' suggests
I

that mankearly reading difficulties in 6 and 7 year Olds can be develop-,

mentally related, many learners are not at the operational reasoning

stage.* And it'is largely the ability to remove self from an immediate

context and find meaning in the linguistics and operations of a given task

which marks 'the operational child.

*This. would correspond with similar work by the author ere informal com-

parisons of selected 4th grade learner performances on reading. comprehension

tests whereiscores on specific., inferential comprehension objectives were
low, with performance en nonprint cognitive wability tasks designed to idenL

tify concrete operatic:3nel reasoners (Piagetian measures op §Ome-All

i

Classi-,

.fcation, Class InclusiOn, and Seriation) pointed out similar results. None

of the poor readers sampled were into concrete operations aS_measured by

the tasks.
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It too should be noted here that measures designed to reveal abilities

of the reader to relate inference to meaning through reading comprehension

in arhetorical settings, ire., those contrived to demand only attention to

given sets of assertions with limited linguistic or other contextualai4s,

show interesting results across ages. Piaget notes,

Another and very different case of syncretism which we disco4ered

1
equally suggestive from the point of view of the analytical

weakness shown by the child whenever there is any, question of

connecting propositions or even of understanding, words indepen-

dently of'th1/4! schemas in which the are enveloped. The child

is gig a certain number of easy'roverbs and a certain

number of correspond$ng sentences jumbled together, but each

Meaning the same thing as one of the given proverbs.' He ifs'

then asked to findthe connection. Now up till theage of

11-12-the child chooses the corresponding sentence more or'

less at random, or at any rate by means of accidental and

purely superficial analogies. (Piaget, 1928, pp. 231-732)

Paraphrasis in arhetorical contexts is difficult. Even 4th graders
/
-..

tend not to sense the possibility of syntactically uniiike reciprocals. -)//

Although formal stage reasoners will not always accept the reciprocity of

specific!' assertions, they seem to at /east allow that such operations are

permissible. (Klein, 1973; Piaget, 1928),

To some extent then the context' dependency of meaning resides also 44'

all'print. Arhetorical print is to tekt as rhetorical print is to utterance.

Other things being equal, arhetcrical passages in text are more difficult to

comprehend than are rhetorical passages.
. ,

We should note as well that the body, of research which points to the

range of syntactie.'and semantic facilities in better rea 'ors is impreL, ve.

(Loban,.19766; Isakson & Miller, 1976; Cunningham, 1976; Perfetti & Goldman,

,

,.-
...,

_

.----

197; Muehl &
\
DiNello, 1976, et al) It perhaps comes as

,

little surlmise

that this should be the case. It has long been suggested, for instance,

that overall language ability correlated highly with readil achievement.

Hciwever, considered in a developmental perspective, the results "of this

research appear even more significant.
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We, should note that .the psycholpgical distance which exists between
. .- ,

1
. .

r .

utterance and' text and that which exists between beginning reader. ancr:thc. , t

. .

ore advanced reader in the upper_ elementary grades are similar. in Chdade'

of abstraction but not in the pragmatics of pedagogical decision-Makin.

Given that Meaning is context-dependent and that context in its more con-

spicuous senses dimanishes dramatically as one moves from utterance to text,

then the most extreme'interpretation would be tordove from oral discourse

.._ . q

to written symb8ls across grades; focus upon the utilization of oral language

.
.,--)

in varying confexts_and,for varying purposes in the primary grades, then upon
.

. .
. .

the printelcsymbol in later grades with meaning comprehension developed in

d.

.I'
an evolutionary moving in a finely tuned program from oral discourse

contexts to.and through text in a variety of 'print discourse modes. However,

. .

that is not likely the way most of us learn to read nor for that mattet. the
1.1

way we'come to grips with meaning in either oPthe two language expression

modes, oral or written.. It is the constant interaction of the two modes

mediated by mental processes which enables us to elaborate a schema of com-

,prehension which is continually being refinedV'and being brought,to bear on

new contexts and new circumstances of language use.
.

\ .

.

Our primary pedagdgical concern then should be with determining the

types of language use facilities and contexts which will produce the most ,

capable readers as well as those yoSt profici

Given.the.assumptions,elaborated in the

nt in oral discourse.
A.

receding, the following may be

viewed as principles, or at least guidelines fOr shaping the development of

quality readers.

1) Generally speaking, the move across grades from kindergarten on up'
,

as well as within individual grades rrom
A
begi;nning of the school

year till the end, should be from oral language to/AND through print.

The context-dependency of meaning suggests that a solid oral language

.

IP
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base is of fundamental importance for an kin reading progr

FU Other, the move within 610]_ language use i elf should be from
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;dialogue t-c Slopologue to nar46tive to exec sition emphasis. We

are defining dialogue, here in a broad way to include oth natural

,

dialogue (conversation) and oral monologue, the latte being more e'4

suggestive Of text than -fs "naturals dialogue utterance. Johnson

(1977) points out the need-fit re-examine some,of our earl language

experience approaches p3 beginning reading instruction'and

,assumption that natural dialogue in utterance is a useful data

source for text. Johnson. rightfully points to,monologue utteranc
,

as more cldsely related to text in form.

However, to.-assume that monologue thus serves as-a more legit-

_Imate source base for the text, might overlook the contextual rich-

ness of dialogue and thus its, likely comprehensible nature. Cer-

%-tainly, however, both are useful and a relatively early move from

conversation or oral dialogue to oral monologue is an important

consideration. Overall; it appears reasonable to assume that fic-
.

r-,-

tive modes of oral discourse are contextually richer than are those

I

in exposition. They are basically attempts to duplicate realit;\in

a more;direct fashion. The same holds true within text as well.

In thecase.of text, , however, the teacher has fewer selectional

options since most authors of basal readers have built in,the fic-

-tive mode so strongly. In designing the oral language component,

howelier, considerable more effor is required to assure that the

_ . Af
,

'

chil even ually comes' to see meaning in language use where the

cireu stances and_content of the use are not contextually rich;

whir' the speaker and listener must attend to the specific finguis-

tic cues in much the same way that the reader must attend to print

cues-
.

At;
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, ,

a.

e Once again, the matter is easier to dealwith'in kindergarten
,../
:1r-

.

h. .
and 1st- grade where, the child ,is so egocentrically involved in all

. .

. .c., .. "

. t , ,

language-that he/she produces or cobsumes. Puppet play and similar-
- -

4

acilvities are by definition in the%fictive mo 6 and prat transcrip-
... .4 g

i 1 ) .

_,> tions of reality in ways that other oral acti 'ties such as show and ,

tell are not. At the rislo of ,oversimplifYing , puppet -playppreCedes .

0.

.

show and tell, creative interpretation precedes panel or small group

discussion. futualized jokes and riddles precede pun °Flmet4,horic

alluions.
f -

In the upper grades, refinements should even appear within

given mode' of discourse. liescription should precede explanation:

Explanation should precede argumentation. Again, the Wining cri-

terion is contextual richness. The richer the context,-the. more

abundant the meaning cues in the discourse; the roore abunddnt,the
,

1-meaning cues, the higher the degree of comprehension regardless of,

learner abilities. In arhumentative'exposition,

utterance as well as text, there is a virtual absence of nonlinguis--

tic contextual assistance other than the setting: In%at least one
.

sel\e, -mastery of this -form of exposition is.the most important

N 4

facility td be develefied715 comprehension of language. It demands

more of the listener /reader w4ileproviding far less in the way of

nonlinguistic cues. Thus, in the hierar hial sense /1t may be per-

ceived as being at the highest taxono4.c including other

comprehensifil levels.

2) Movement'through the grades should systemafically,incorporate an

increasing number of activities t in, arhet rical settings. That "I

is,3ithin reading materials.theProspective reader should Move

.4.
from a relatively contextually rich fictive mode. -- short stories ,v
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l.,. . _. . \. ,

.

including-dialogue, pictures, etc., narrativelrbased7.p etry,'drama,
. _

V 4

. . .4
wit)? ample dialogue, etc..-- to asserti i paragta hs, passages

. ,

0 I
(

.

'devoid of context where the le4rner mutt fpcus'in," ight analytic
,

./--.
.

.

(fashabp on the sydtal4icc4ind semantic detail; explore the logical

1

-impact of moving syntactic consructs,such as conditiOnal or dis- -4

jundtive clauses wi-ghit sentences, and Oft elrit-al impact of

relocating semlitic.cueS,suph,asA'only' or 'maybe' or 'since'.

.4

Textual
.

de#ail is .obviously ava,ilable in all text mo es.
4r r

,

st remember, however, thaf the'cogni&e-facility and

linguist .]repertbir, of46elearne isn't ecra-i4alent at all sages

VP

of development. . f -

,-,.freparatiOn for tl?e utilization pf cbmPi"ehenilon skills in

f .
. Th.

arhetoricai settings,sh6uld begin In, metalinguistic games in the

,. , .

earliest-years of;.sczool. petalingui4tic sensitivity -- 4e0abhity

* .
.

.
'

atid.deSlre to use language to des&i'
4 i
explain, or play %,lith'our.*

.

language -- is ah impOrta t precursor to they mere advanced applica-

( .
0. , , .

lion of such facilities exploring rhetorical nuance in l iterature
% . .

.
k

...

or ihjapplying a critical -eye td ariuMentative-discourse in
.,,/

.., A ' 4
4 0 .-N

That is, higher leVel comprehention in rhetoricl Contexts'musi

/
.,

r

ultimately de,-- nend upoh those analytical skills which are at least
fa..

partly developed in aphetorical contexts such as-in mealinguistic.

0

A
,- ,_.4

play or exploration.

i

,. ,
,

Metalingnistic activities.in their grossest fo'rrn do,appear. as.
-

,

.0 /

intentional language play. Courtney Cazden for instance provides '

. )(

an account
,

metalinguistic play by,a second grader in an inner.

f .

/_

city reading class. -Youngsters,were reading silently In small .
,

J

gpups, when a child raised his hand and motioned her over. ,11.1hat,s

ti

is this word ?" he queriedpointing to w-h-a-t in his hook. "What;"

0
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o

.

responded Gazdeh. "This Word?" he questioned once more with'a
/

twinklecin.his eye. This ability in the dung second- grader,
A

1, ever, must-be considered' in the light' of research _in metalinguistic .

awayliness of young school childr4n.gerierally'whieh-sukgests that=

thereis surprisingly little formal 'Metalanguage knoW1gdge'.--lidIde

L and Ita'cGinitie (1972) report confusion in the -responses Of'kinder-

e "--..
garteners and first graders to tasks designed to elicit_ -their'

.- .
.

'\
..

.

,awarness of the linguistic terms,assumed.ImiSlicit in the_teaChing

. :..

,, of reading -- 'letter', 'Word', and. 'sentene': John Towni4
,,

Ilk
- ,

;.:V., so-

concludes,

There are indications from a wide'range of investi- 1:

-gations that beginners are confused about techhical

linguistic concepts used in reading instruction.
Also there is indirect evidencethat this eonfusion 21'

is an' important factor in succiss or failure in

.learningsto read. (Downing, p. 15)

..,are arguing here, .as Mattingly and Kavanagh-do (Language

,

by Ear and by Eye, 1972) that,

Reading is seen not as a parallel activity in the

visual mode to speech perception in the)auditory mode;

there are clifferefier between the two activities that

cannot be explained Lin terms of the difference of

modality. They can tfr'explalled only if ye regard

reading as a deliberately acquired, la'nguage-ba

skill, dependent upon the speaker- hearer's awartne'S

of certain:aspects of primary'linguistic activity.

By virtue pf this linguistic awareness, written text

.initiates the synthetic linguistic process commontto .

. both reading and speech enabling_tte reader tc1 get

the writer'a message and so to recognize what has

been written.

Informal metalingui tic activOities would appear.to,hold p

ise'for enhancing the ability to function more explicitly with he

formal.yetalangilage which so specifically dominates much of the

ifistructiOn in reading In our;schoOIS, and probzIbly necessarily so.

Further however, such metalinguistic play -would appear to.aSsist ,
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the prospective rvader i coming to grips with that "Synthet4t

linguistic process" which Mattingly asserts is essential to

;deriving 'meaning in, text.

Aading comprehension rooted in a total language base with
, ,

oral laryguage predominant. Though the younger school age child is
, -

more immediately tied to Contextually rich oral discourse, meta-
.

,/

linguistic play caniobe a first important step toward the develop-

ment of arhetorical, analytic skills where the learner tarns tie

language on-itself, in some 'cases manipulating that langUage-simply,.

to discover what happens in the process. A close -textual analysis

of individual assertions, say'at a 12th grade level, then is, in

some senses similar to simple det4linguistic play by a-Mt grader.

Hopefully, in between there is a range of activities -- jokes, puppw,'

riddles, puzzles, games, sgmbolic play -- which moves our learner

from informal to formal metalinguistic activities.* Fpr in this

direction there seems the promise of necessary analytic skills

central to more elegant levels of reading comprehension.

3) As one moves through the grades there should be increasing effort

to coordinate and facilitate joint .involvement in utterance and

text activities where the two expressive modes have been intention-

ally matched -- to whatever degree possible for contextual rich1

ness. The use of oral discourse then corresponds in general

character and Untion to fhat being explored in text. For instance,

matches on dialogue, monologues narration and exposition should he

explored and utilized in a coordinated fashion -- dramatic expression

One may note under such a premise a renewed role fop "grammar study as

metalinguistics" rather than as direct assist to speaking, reading, on

writing'where the research outside of transformatitmal sentence combining

has not been promising.
1 4
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t .

and performayce %keyed to dramat4 texproblem-solving oriented

assignments in small group discpssion activi,ties correlated with

reading assignments in argumentative and/or perstiasive exposition'

in teat, etc.

The'assumption is, of course, that such correlated activities

are not contrived in an artificial sense,and.that'other utterance-
4,

oriented and text-centered activities do take place and do so
.

jointly. We are concerned only that learners be placed in a con-
e

text which encourages the application of cobprehension skills

implicit in one discourse mode to another which may benefit most
. .

directly from those skills.

7

And this same qualifi a ion applies to all of the various

sugghtions cast within the several principles or guidelines dis-

cussed here. The primary NiglUe of research and t$eory is to suggest

parameters around which decisions for instruction and materials

selection might be hesed, The parameters suggested here Er'e in-

tentionally broad in nature. They are not intended to:I0 restric-

tive so much.as dire'ctional. T y are intended-to be neither pre-

scriptive in their order of ap ication nor delimiting in their

utilization. But rather their value it would seem Would be in

providing a basic directional sense for the reading/language arts

program and the beginning of a rationale teachers can-articulate,

a much needed skIll in this age of education when our ability to

say what It is we
4
are about and whi is perhaps more impOrtant than

at any ether time in recent history.
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